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THE ENVELOPE OF HOLOMORPHY OF A TRUNCATED TUBE

ZAIFEI YE

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. A counterexample is constructed to show an essential difference be-

tween local and global CR extensions in tube domains.

In Ia =: {{z, w) G<C2||Rez| < 1, |Imz| < 1, |Retu| < 1, |Imu;| < 1 }, let

us consider the following type of truncated tube domain Q,h c C :

£lh =; {(z,w)eI4\Rew > A(Rez)},

with boundary

Xh = biih =:{(z,u;)G74|Rew = A(Rez)},

where A satisfies A G C°°(7), 7 =: (-1, 1), A(0) = 0, A'(0) = 0, and A
attains both positive and negative values in any neighborhood of 0. It is clear

from Trepreau's theorem [T] that any CR function on I.h extends holomorphi-

cally to at least one side, but Trepreau's theorem does not indicate to which

side. In the situation described above, due to the changes of sign of A, one

might have expected that every CR function extends to a full neighborhood of

0 as would happen in the case of an unlimited tube. Baouendi and Rothschild

suggested that one look for an example where the extendability to both sides

fails. We present such an example in this note.

Proposition. There exists a function A as described above such that the envelope

of holomorphy of Qh does not contain a neighborhood of 0.

In fact, we obtain a pseudoconvex domain (putting z = x + iy)

Q=: {(z, w) e 74 | Rew >4>(x, y)}

with 4> e C°° , <p(0) = 0, which contains some Qh as above. Hence, there

are holomorphic functions in Clh which do not extend holomorphically to a

neighborhood of 0. It implies the failure of the extendability of CR functions

on ZA to both sides. It is routine to check that Q is pseudoconvex if and only
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if <p is subharmonic on 7 =:{z = x + ty||x|<l,|^|<l}. The proposition,

therefore, follows from:

Lemma. There is a C°° subharmonic function (p defined in I1 satisfying

(i) <P(0) = 0.
(ii) There are two sequences of positive numbers {an}, {bn} so that an —► 0,

bn —> 0 <25 n —> oo, and for all \y\ < 1, « G N,

0(±a„ + *»<O,        ¿(±A„ + j»>0.

(iii) TAere ex/sis a« A G C°°(7) so íAaí A(0) = A'(0) =0,

A(x) > maxcp(x + iy),    Vx G 7 and h(±a„) < 0.
y€i "

Proof. The basic building blocks for constructing <p are the following subhar-

monic functions y/n e C°°(7 x [-2"+1, 2"+l]) satisfying

(1) -l<ipn(x,y)<-\,ïor |x|<|,

(2) i< wn(x,y)< l,for |x| = i,

(3) y/n(x, y) = 0, for |x| > f .

The existence of such y/n is a simple consequence of the Runge approxima-

tion theorem. As we know, there is an entire function g such that

\g(z) + ¡\<l   for|Rez|<i,|Imz|<2"+2,

|s(z)-||<i    for|Rez| = I,|Imz|<2"+2,

\g(z) + l\<1    for |<|Rez|< \, |Imz|<2"+2.

Then, we put

ÍRtg(z), if |x|< I, \y\ < 2"+2,

*.<**.*] - • | max{0; Reg{z)h   if, < w < 31 M < 2«+2_

Finally, (^ is obtained by smoothing y/n 0 (by convolution). Now, we set

Í e ^^'(ixi      3 ),2"+V),    £<M<^,>r=CV.'.',
<p{x, y) -■ \  " 2 \ 2

{ 0, otherwise,

where en > 0. At the same time, we define

h{x) j. ( ^(2!+"(Jx| - ¿r)},    i < |x|< pL,, « = 1, 2, ... ,
\ 0, otherwise,

where hneC™(I), maxye[_r+i >r+i]i¡/n(x, y) <hn(x) < 2||yn||L~(/XI_2»+i^^,

Vx G 7, An(0) < 0. Then, one can see that <j> satisfies all the required properties

in the lemma provided that en is chosen to be very small, say

-2"
en = e     /max{l, \\y/tt\\c*, ||AJC„},

where ||/|L„ =       max       LJ.ix, v)|,

\x\<l, |y|<2"+1
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for any smooth function / defined on 7 x [-2"+ , 2"+ ].   □

Remark. The oscillation of A is an important factor in this example. One can

check that if A(x) > 0 for x > 0 and A(x) < 0 for x < 0 then every CR

function on Ylh m a neighborhood of 0 extends holomorphically to both sides,

regardless how flat A may be (see Theorem 1.1 in [BT]). Notice also that if A

is odd and nonlinear, it follows from Trepreau's theorem and by symmetry that

every CR function on VJA can be holomorphically extended to both sides.
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